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Turkey is in trouble. Bad trouble. The kind of trouble where it's almost Thanksgiving . . . and you're

the maincourse. But Turkey has an idea--what if he doesn't look like a turkey? What if he looks like

another animal instead?After many hilarious attempts, Turkey comes up with the perfect disguise to

make this Thanksgiving the best ever!Wendi Silvano's comical story is perfectly matched by Lee

Harper's watercolors.
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Let me start by saying our bookshelves are overflowing with picture books! I am certifiably a

children's book addict. I'm happy to say that this one has not made it to the shelf yet because my

kids keep requesting me to read it- yes everynight! I'm also happy to say that I am not tired of it yet.

My kids giggle at the creative illustrations by Lee Harper and the funny & fabulous use of words by

Wendy Silvano "Holy Cow Turkey!" My daughter has a birthday party today and she picked this

book to give as a present which thrilled me! There is truly nothing better than giving or getting books

as birthday or holiday gifts, except of course books signed by the author or illustrator :) or a book

paired with a pair of pajamas!Mommy's High Heel Shoes

My kindergarten kids simply love this book! After reading this book I sent home a turkey die cut and



had students disguise their own turkeys. They came back so cute! We had an angel turkey, a

Peyton Manning turkey, a wrestler, a dancer, hidden by camo and many more. Great book to use in

any K-3 classroom.

Absolutely adored this funny little tale. Borrowed it from the library, but am now adding it to our

personal library. It's terrific!

I keep reading picture books in hopes of finding a good one. In most cases I just shake my head

and wonder how the book ever got published. Not so with Turkey Trouble. The text is very cute and

the illustrations are outstanding. This book will have both adults and kids chuckling. I would

absolutely recommend this book without hesitation. I'm sure you won't be disappointed.

This is one of the best books I have purchased for the children that attend our school.

So I wasn't too thrilled knowing that I would have to buy a book that wasn't but 3 pages long for $2,

my niece needed the book for a homework assignment but didn't have a copy, so what was I to do?

Tell her no? So I sat on the phone, reading the book to her and her mom and helped with the

homework questions (what all did Turkey dress up as for Thanksgiving). I have to admit, it was a

cute read and well worth the money spent. Turkey doesn't want to become the farmers dinner for

Thanksgiving so goes about dressing up as other farm animals to stay safe and well off the table

only to find out that his costumes don't really work out in his favor.Turkey Trouble is a cute little read

that is sure to gain fans of any age, and full of charming illustrations that make the story even more

comicalâ€‹.

This book had very small words. My son liked it and it's good for young ones before Thanksgiving.

The pictures were ok and the ending was cute.

Happy Thanksgiving!Turkey knows that it's time for Thanksgiving and is not to keen on the idea of

being the guest of honor. He escapes the barn and decides a costume will help him hide out from

the farmer.After each costume change, from horse, to cow, to Rooster, another animal tells him he

still looks to much like Turkey.Turkey then comes up with a brilliant idea in hopes of diverting

everyone's attention from turkey dinner. Will it all work out?Detailed water color brings these fun

illustrations to life.Turkey Trouble is written by Wendi Silvano and illustrated by Lee Harper.This
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